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Dear friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants likeEmanuel
Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers of our
Lord Jahwe.

Ongoing themes: introspection – self examination.
We received friendly and useful responses to Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 4 [now
in three languages]. Responses will be published to the incoming order,
again.
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13.7. Then said he unto the gardner of vinedresser of his vineyard, Behold, these
three years I come seeking fruit on this fig tree, and find none: cut it down; why
cumbereth it the ground?
13.8. And he answering said unto him, Lord, let it alone this year also, till I shall dig
about it, and dung it: And if it bear fruit, well: (13.9) and if not, then after that thou
shalt cut it down.
1. The Reformation of Martin Luther had the consequence that his coreligionists who
were not church officials, were allowed to read the Bible. The Reformer Luther took
over from the liberal Jews, the order of service and led the Christian world order in
the modern era.
2. In worship Lutherans is, as opposed to the service of liberal Jews, the Lord's
Prayer spoken together. The liberal Jews said in worship continue the Lord's Prayer
each in an individual time, until the last Jew has finished his prayer.
3. This jumble speeches when speaking of the Lord's Prayer let the children ask,
"Why the prayers speak all messed up?". This gives believers an important
opportunity to explain to the children the right, divine praying that God may help
blessing.
4. When the mind wanders while praying, the man is a prophet. He first continues
praying, if the prophecy is finished. The Our Father prayer is in worship only at the
end of the prophecy, when the last has finished his prayer, that no prophecy is lost.
5. This Our Father prayer prevented the Jews to become Lutherans, because the
defiant Luther wanted to maintain his usual prayers. It came to the confrontation,
because no Jew could say why they pray the Lord's Prayer in an individual time.
6. The Reformation of Martin Luther is for God-As-Jesus-Christ important, because in
order to reap the fruits of faith, it is necessary to read in the Christian Bible or at least
in the Gospels and the sermon on the Mount, so that the faith can bring up the
wisdom in the sense of God.
7. Before the Reformation the general church, which is called Roman Catholic,
stupefied their members, because they have been rhetorical, not only after death,
sent to hell if they bought no indulgences from the violent rulers for their sins.
8. The Illuminati, who have been enlightened by the explanation-revelation of Jakob
Lorber, visit the Jewish worship and want to continue to unite with the Lutherans. To
realize this, they planned in 1871 a reformation 2.0 after the fig tree parable.
9. These three world wars and post-war period must support the Reformation 2.0. An
evoked World War I, has to enable the Illuminati to overthrow the power of the Tsar in
Russia, whereby this this country becomes a fortress of atheistic Communism.
10. The discord between the British and the German Empire, should be used to
foment this war. At the end of the war, Communism will be built and used to destroy
the other governments and weaken the religions.
11. After the First World War the Jesuit State Austria is eliminated and the members
of the Church, which is called Roman Catholic are allowed, without being punished
by the state, to buy a Bible, even though they are rhetorically sent to hell by the
Pastors.
12.The fomented differences between the Fascists and the political Zionists bring the
II. World War. It must be controlled so that Nazism is destroyed and that the global
political Zionism may establish a sovereign state of Israel in Palestine.
13. During World War II the international Communism must become strong enough to
be an equal reaction force for religion, then being hold back and kept them at bay up
to the time when it is needed for the social breakdown.

14. After the Second World War, Catholics are finally allowed to read publicly in the
Bible. The "Frankfurt School", which combines the political economy of Marx with the
Freudian psychoanalysis to critical theory, will crucial weakening the churches.
15. A III. World War uses the by agents built differences between the political Zionists
and the leaders of the Islamic world. The war is so directed that the Muslim world and
the political Zionism with the State of Israel annihilate each other.
16. At the same time of these acts of war, the other nations will be forced as a result
of acts of war and on the thereby triggered splitting, to fight each other in a way until
they are physically, morally, spiritually and economically completely exhausted.
17. After the third world war may all Catholics, in which only the pastors drink the
sacramental wine, absorb the blood of God-As -Jesus-Christ through the sacramental wine in
the church sacrament, so that they understand the Bible when divine blood is in them.
18. In the postwar period the Socialist Revolutionaries and the atheists must be unleashed,
they provoke a formidable social cataclysm which will clearly show with terror, what the result
of atheism is, which is the cause of barbarism and the bloody riots.
19. Then the citizens will exterminate those destroyers of civilization. And those who will be
completely disappointed from paganism, will adopt the true light through the Declaration
Revelation from God-As-Jesus-Christ, which will finally be shown clearly to the public.
20. A consequence will be the destruction of the devil worshipers and atheism. In the
postwar period, people will live according to the declaration revelation of 1840-2012 and then
officially align their laws to those given through God-As-Jesus-Christ.

[Editorial Note G.]:
In the childhood of Jesus the infant Jesus spoke with Cyrenius about the fig tree the
following: ‘However, I will curse the fig tree with the children which I planted in
Salem already during the time of Abraham – in a city that I built through
Melchisedech with My own hands – because it only bears leaves! Truly, it has
always caused Me to starve! I had the tree in Salem fertilized many times by good
gardeners, and still it did not bear Me any fruit! Therefore the city which I built for My
children with My own hands will fall to you strangers before a century passes, for
your brother's son shall take up the sword against Salem! [JJ.01_152.16-18]
Note to this: The Lord speaks in this connexion the following words at Robert Blum in
‘Heaven and Hell,: [...] ''what concerns the fruitless fig tree, the
LordJesuspresentedin any case onlya symbol, probably from the Roman Catholic
Church, which is also full of pagan ceremony tradition, and behind this is no fruit
perceptible”. ... [Heaven and Hell-RB. 02_276, 06]
O'and you will become like any fig tree that stood there fruitless while starving Myself
under its branches. Because your parents are such fig trees, your children are its
fruit. However, these have become corrupted by the well-known 'perverters' either
way,then it will prematurely drop the blossom and the fruit from its branches. And the
Lord will pass by finding the tree empty, and He will do what he has done to the fig
tree! - Remember this, our parents, and be aware of who He is, who tells you this!
[Heavenly Gifts.01_40.12.14,12]
[HiG.03_41.01.02,40] (Matt.24,32. Luk.21,29) and [GGJ.03_41.01.02,40] [...] That
they therebyare quite easily torecognize oneself and tothe worldinits whole, whatright
now is all the more needfulbecause My seventh and final arrival is just around
the corner. Just lookat thefig tree, andthereyou willfindthat it isso!

Therefore, the purification of the spiritual sphere of the soul must be undertaken in
accordance with what I said of the fig tree in the Gospel. When it starts to come into
leaf and develop sap, it is the time preceding the summer, the time prior to
development and fructification, which spiritually compares with the time testing and
separation, when man has to account for the spiritual values entrusted
him.Natural events, accidents, and illnesses preceding this time, are the last
efforts to save whatever can be saved, that all not may suffocate in the mire of
selfishness. The arrogant human heart can only be made pliable through misfortune
and blows of fate. [The Lord’s Sermons-01_053,08,09] Gottfried Mayerhofer.
And on the morrow, (early in the morning) when they had come from Bethany, He
was hungry, and seeing from afar a fig tree having leaves. He went to see if perhaps
He might find anything there on. But when He came to it: ‘He found nothing but
leaves, for it was not the season for figs. And Jesus spoke and said unto it,
“May no one ever eat fruit from you again.” And the fig tree withered at once’.
[Matthew 21:18,19]
And His disciples heard it. [Mark 11:12-14] And Peter, calling to remembrance, said
unto Him, “Master, behold, the fig tree which Thou cursed is withered away.” And in
the morning, as they passed by, they saw the fig tree dried up from the roots.Peter
remembered and said to Jesus, “Rabbi, look how the fig tree you cursed has
withered. When the disciples saw it, they marveled, saying, “How did the fig tree
wither at once?” [Matthew. 21:20 and Mark 11:20,21]
In fact, Jesus foretold here, that from here, when the fig tree withered, the spiritual
wintertime has come. This will last in a time of tribulation, that the humanity has
never known, since the creation of the man. But the Lord will come back if its
branches becomesoft and puts on its leaves. Only then He will come back. [Mark.
13:28 and further.]
[Note: the defined fig tree should not be confused with a thirty-year-old withered fig
tree, which later went to flourish]
Take an example from the fig-tree: when its branches become soft and put out their
leaves, you see that the summer is near; [Mark 13:28]

Contacts and reactions:

Gerard

Klaus Opitz from Germany
Dear Gerard,
Thank you for the 4th Edition. Here is my contribution to edition nr. 5: Right to abortion?

Answer
Dear Klaus,
We look forward to every post and are thus quite happy. (G).

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Francis Minery from Germany

Best Lorber friends,
With the theme of the 'The Birth of Christ ' one must still add the following: Look, this Jesus
of Nazareth,who according to your chronology is born in Bethlehem in the year 4151 after
the existence of Adam, and more precisely at midnight on the 7th day of the month of
January.[After the 8th day!](Lorb., GGJ. VIII, 86, 3-6). The fact that the Jewish evening
begins at 18.00hrs and from that time the next day starts. Jesus is born on the 6th day
according to our time calculation, "Shortly before midnight". So is still January 6, not on the
seventh, unless you counted as the Jews at that time. The old date is therefore correct and
we should all celebrate the three kings as Christ birth.

Answer
Dear Francis,
Thanks for your wonderful addition, with regard to the Jewish daily schedule. I think
the date of birth was first linked to the Memorial feast of Jesusby the three wise men or
‘Kings', 8 days after the actual birth. Not the day of birth of Jesus is celebrated on January 6,
but the commemoration of the three wise men or kings.(Epiphany),whovisited Jesusfirst, after
the 8th day [the circumcision of Jesus] on 16 January. [see Childhood of Jesus] - The
popular opinion is not like JakobLorber describes this. In some Orthodox churches, which
still follow the old Julian calendar, the usual Christmas is indeed celebratedon
January 7.

In the Armenian church, Christmas is celebrated on 6 January, the original date in the
Eastern Christian churches.

The regular “Christmas’’ is based on the figureJews, which on the basis of the Hebrew name
Messiah [Anointed] his numbers have added up to 358 [M = 40, Sh = 300, I = 10 and Ch =
8]. And the 358ste day of the year is exactly on December 25. In my opinion, two facts are
mixed uphere. [by the worldly thought of mankind!]
The common opinion is this, that the three wise men from the Eastfirst visited Jesus a
number of days after his birth[as it is the supposed 25-12] And on 6 January they gave the
Child Jesus the greatest honor with many gifts, although in reality this happened on January
16. The birth of Jesus took place before 00:00hrs. [Midnight]. Indeed, at that time the day
began at 18:00 until 18:00 hrs. the next day,–and the next day it was still his birthday on 7
January until 18.00 hrs. - But according to the Gregorian calculation it was already 8 January
after midnight.(00.00 hrs.)We do not know exactly how the time calendar then was
connected with other calendars. It is impossible for me to make it a day earlier. According to
Swedenborg, the numbers 1 and 7 are divine and sacred numbers {Royal numbers!}
Thanks for thinking along, Francis.
G.

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Klaus Opitz

Right to Abortion?
Abortion means a targeted interruption of pregnancy of women.
According to media reports, there are annually about 100.000 registered abortions in
Germany alone, without a secure considerable gray area. The reasons given for such
'abortions' are: rape, disability, financial reasonsor now is not the right time...

Is there a right to abortion?

‘Man lives from two kinds of worlds which he has to unite in himself. On
the one hand he is the cornerstone of the outer, material creation in
which he is called the crown of creation and he is praised as such. On
the other hand he is the starting point of the pure spiritual world
which with him has reached the first stage of complete free selfawareness’. [GGJ.11_009,08]

In the Old Testament means that:
Before I formed you in the womb I knew you; Before you were born I sanctified you; I
ordained you a prophet to the nations.“Before you were formed in the body

of your mother, I had knowledge of you, and before your birt, I made
you holy;,”Jeremiah 1,5 –

The main question is, when does life actually start, during the act of
procreation or at a later point in time so that an abortion can be justified?
Passages from the New Revelation:
Raphael: ,“In proximity to where spouses feel the urge to procreate,
such a fully ripened and spouses resembling nature-soul, through a
hint from its aura, or attracted by the increased power of the spouses’
auras, enters with some degree of compulsion during copulationinto
the man’s pro-creational stream and is placed into a small egg
through it, this being referred to as fertilization. And behold, from there
on, the life-soul resembles the grain of seed,that was somewhere
sown in the Earth and within the mother’s womb undergoes
corresponding phases until birth into the world, as did the grain of seed is
driving the sprout up to the surface!”(GEJ.02_216,04), (GJE.04_120,15f) (GJE.02_216,02)
GEJ.04_246,05)

Raphael: Abut if fathering takes place in the manner familiar to
everyone, also a little lump is fertilized and excited, but it is torn off like a
single grape from a bunch, brought to the right place and an already
completed soul is added, looks for some time after this life grape, until
the material in it has developed to such a state, that the continuously
contractingsoul can penetrate into the still very fluid embryo, which
activity takes the soul two months to accomplish. Once it has completely
empowered the embryo in the mother’s womb, the child becomes
immediately noticeably alive and quickly grows to its orderly size.
[GGJ.4_120,15]15
Behold, the casting of healthy, lovely seed corresponds to man’s initial
coming into being! It is like the incarnation of the more or less fully
developed soulO [GGJ.2_216,02]
Yes, My friend, to create a son, an earth and all the things on it, is an
easy matter! This requires not such a long time. Alsoto create animaland plant souls under judgement, is not difficult. But to create a soul,
completely resembling Me in everything, is also for the almighty
Creator a quite difficult matter, since there My omnipotence is of no
use, but only wisdom and the greatest patience and leniency!
[GGJ.4_246,05]

Life thus begins with the act of procreation (at the moment of
conception) in which an already clear soul (etheric substance) is
attracted.
What does the ending of the alreadystarted soul-spiritual
development of the embryo mean ?In "Spiritual Sun", Part 2, School House of
the 12 divine commandments: "you shall not kill’, the 11th paragraph states: By a termination
of pregnancy the development of the embryo is prevented. This implies, that the natural part
is killed.
Say so instead of: you shall not kill – you shall not destroy, neither yourself, nor all that is
your brother’s; because the preservation is the eternal Constitution in God himself,
consequently He eternal and infinite is in his power.
Because, however, on the Earthalsothe body of men, toGod's appointedtimefor the
everlasting development of the spirit, is necessary. So has no one, without an explicit
commandment of God, the right to personally(self-willed) destroy his own body nor
that of his brother’s.[an embryo]
When here is spoken of the necessary preservation, then it speaks for itself that
everyone is even less justified, the spirit of his brother, as also his own-by any means
whatsoever, to destroy and make it incapacitate to obtain eternal life. Sure, God kills
people every day; but (only) at the right time, if the spirit has acquired in one way or
another,a certain maturity.
Also the angels of heaven, as everlasting servants of God, are strangling themselves a way,
in human bodies on Earth; but not sooner, then when the Lord gives them the order toand
only then in this nature and to this manner, as how the Lord wants it to have. " [Spiritual Sun2-78.11 e.v.]

“Has God given them the bodily life (embryo) so that they can destroy
it?! The life of the body is the means given by God to man through
which he should and must attain the life for the soul forever.
Now, if he however, destroys the means prematurely, with what will he
then maintain the life of the soul and actually attain it in the first place? If
a weaver destroys his loom, how will he then weave his canvas on it?”A
[GGJ.6_163,02]
By a termination of pregnancy the development of the embryo is prevented. This
implies, that the natural part is killed. As the result of the sexual pregnancy the
already developed soul cannot be killed, hair becomes a development on our
Earth respectively taken through “life test” (trial of the freedom of will).
The spirit-soul must there for goundeveloped in the other worldly kingdom of
children and must undergoon aconsiderably longer and more difficult way(tetst) - .
pregnancy (source: Spiritual Sun, part 2, 73-11 and 122-1-6, 10)

“Because little love can be found in the heart of someone who can
watch with indifference when a human being or also an animal is
perishing. Where there is true living love, there is also real compassion
and true mercy. How can anyone possess neighboring love when he is
taking pleasure in the painful dying of his fellowman? Therefore,
away with everything that is unworthy for the heart of a good man.
[GGJ.7_094,11]

We thank Klaus Opitz very much for his useful theme!

Continuing contacts and reactions:

Gerard

Lima Filhofrom Brazil

Hello, Gerard
Jakob Lorber received all the new revelation in German language, right?
I
was
wondering
if
the
books
I
downloaded
in http://www.newbible.net/page/de/ebook/E-Books_for_downloadhave the exact text, as received by
Lorber.Thanks in advance!

Answer
Dear Lima Filho,

That’s true. And best of all is, that I got a message, a few weeks ago, from a Lorber
reader of the JLIB, that made us aware that non-German-speaking countries,
especially the English-speaking countries, now also make a great effort to seize the
German language, so that they can read all Lorber books in the German language.
The Lord has dictated all books by JakobLorber in German.
We can easily download your e-books in English. Till so far, everything seems
complete. What a great full work you have done!
The purpose is indeed to distribute the works of the Lord. Together we span a large
heavenly network ‘on this earth’.This gives a very good feeling”: doing this
together.
Thank you very much. G
°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Silvia Ohse from Germany
Dear Gerard,
Thank you very much for the new magazine! After this,you will deal with the next
theme ‘Abortion’. I would like to make a small contribution to this.

I often write lyrics for songs with well-known melodies and below, it is also about
abortion and its psychological effects. Please refer to the enclosed lyrics (new text
and the original) which suits the song "A horse with no name" by the Band
America.Unfortunately, it's been not displayed yet, but maybe there is someone who
does that soon? More lyrics at: www.endzeit-lieder.de
Best regards,
Silvia Ohse
Further song texts under: www.endzeit-lieder.de
[Remark: the original texts are shown in German- and English Bulletin nr. 5 !]
On the first part of the journey
I was looking at all the life
There were plants and birds and rocks and things
There was sand and hills and rings
The first thing I met was a fly with a buzz
And the sky with no clouds
The heat was hot and the ground was dry
But the air was full of sound
I've been through the desert on a horse with no name
It felt good to be out of the rain
In the desert you can remember your name
'Cause there ain't no one for to give you no pain
La, la ...

After two days in the desert sun
My skin began to turn red
After three days in the desert fun
I was looking at a river bed
And the story it told of a river that flowed
Made me sad to think it was dead
You see I've been through the desert on a horse with no name
It felt good to be out of the rain
In the desert you can remember your name
'Cause there ain't no one for to give you no pain
La, la ...
After nine days I let the horse run free
'Cause the desert had turned to sea
There were plants and birds and rocks and things
there was sand and hills and rings
The ocean is a desert with it's life underground
And a perfect disguise above
Under the cities lies a heart made of ground
But the humans will give no love
You see I've been through the desert on a horse with no name
It felt good to be out of the rain
In the desert you can remember your name
'Cause there ain't no one for to give you no pain
La, la ...

Himmelsfreunde.de

Answer
Dear Silvia
With interest, I looked at your website. Some of them, I already knew. Meanwhile, I would
gladly pass through the 'new added' lyrics. Listening to this is a good idea and fits very well
with the theme. Thanks, G.

Divine Love and Wisdom
God is infinite, He is called the Infinite because He is infinite. An infinite being without
infinite things within it would be infinite in name only. The infinite things in him should
not be called “infinitely many” or “infinitely all,” because of our earthly concepts of
“many” and “all.” are infinite things in Him Self. [Swedenborg – Divine Love and
Wisdom 17]
God is infinite: he is in fact called the Infinite One. But he is called infinite because he is infinite. He is
not infinite simply becausehe is intrinsically essential reality and manifestation, but because there
are infinite things in him. An infinite being without infinite things within it would be infinite in name
only. The infinite things in him should not be called “infinitely many” or “infinitely all,” because of our
earthly concepts of “many” and “all.” [Swedenborg – Divine Love and Wisdom 17]

A certain Blake wrote to a Swedenborgian friend the following about the 'vision of the
light ':'even the smallest particle of nature is human!' Blake gave this friend of
Swedenborg an answer on Newton's theory, namely that light exists from 'particles'
and he wrote this in the following form:
In particles bright
The jewels of Light
Distinct shown & clear
Amaz'd & in fear
I each particle gazed,
Astonish'd, Amazed;
For each was a Man
Human-form'd. Swift I ran
For they beckon'd to me
Remote by the Sea,
Saying: Each grain of Sand,
Every Stone on the Land,
Each rock & each hill,
Each fountain & rill,
Each herb & each tree,
Mountain, hill, earth & sea,
Cloud, Meteor & Star,
Are Men Seen Afar.
Bron: http://www.swedenborg.nl/kathleenraine.htm

HOMOSEXUALITY

follow-up

A good Austrian friend of mine wrote me his opinion, when I asked him, a few years ago, his
point of view on homosexuality, in the context of Jakob Lorber! He answered, "Comments
from Jakob Lorber about gays I can’t recall, but statements from the Bible should suffice!” "A
man shouldn’t sleep with another man as he would with a woman!”. As clear as that. Point!
Gays are popping up like mushrooms. Our very stupid society promotes and explains in all
that is perverse, it supports and defends all because of 'tolerance '. God is out, our mind is
sufficient and determined!
Anyone how he will, each as he can, as often as he wants to do and can, with whom he will
and can, as long as he can and may – what is it to the concern of others? A normal marriage
is soon an expiring institution. Sodom and ancient Greece are turning back to us. That's our
pleasure-society. And the blind churches and the more blind State Directors are not
empowered to adjust this in a healthy manner. I mean; the temptation of Satan is especially
successful with such men that are childishly soft, are made intelligent uncertain, does not find
God, search strength in other men, are emotional lonely – however, eschew responsibility,
shun confrontation with the female sex, pity themselves and have no clear idea of the
purpose of this life.
They seem to be driven by their own emptiness and by the lack of control of the spirit of
homosexuality also discouraged and confirmed. Additional to this, from the spirit world
ghastly spirits with a predilection for homosexuality attach to such people and influence
them! To explain it by the New Revelation to I would say with certainty: Gays are
subconsciously influenced and possessed by spirits of the flesh resp. driven and subjected to
their influence. Jesus spoke occasionally about some diseases, for example about a deafmute, that he was possessed. Even more in the case of gays because the outer world is
still an impression of the inner world. This message so far.
We want to return to the essence of 'being a man and being a woman’, then we are
automatically reminded of the story about the creation of human Adam. From this primitive
man, his female part was separated. [Adam was both male and female!] When he stood
in front of Eva, his own female part, he was pleased. At a later conception between Adam
and Eve the sons Abel and Kaïn were born and later also daughters; [Gen 5:4] they were not
married yet. With Adam and his own 'bosom family', the part of the two-unity started as 'man'
and 'woman'.

The children of the first human couple received each individually- just like the father
and the mother- a male and female character. [Therefore, the Bible says: male and
female search for each other and form one unity, as in marriage, but they are two
individual beings].Angels in heaven are both male and female beings but married
they are one!
Each personal masculine and feminine part in them walks an individual path, in
alignment with each other. Both individuals know exactly from each other what they
are doing. The masculine cannot function without the feminine. They are a
'Heavenly team!' The primitive Adam was before the “Splitt“ both male and female in
its whole!
The female part is taken later from the man Adam, in other words: the woman is taken out
of man later on. This is the basic principle of a marriage between two lovers. The woman
became wife according to Genesis. She was created from the rib of the man. Bone of my
bone and flesh of my flesh. In the Hebrew ' man’ means ISH and 'woman' Ishah from
where the people Is[h] Rael arose as 'man of light from God!' [Ish = Man, Ra = Sun and El =
God]

There are some general references to two chapters in the book of Leviticus (in the Old
Testament) that contain prohibitions on homosexuality. Swedenborg has in all his
extensive writings never described a clear condemnation of homosexuality, but his view on
marriage offer some light on homosexual relationships. [Swedenborg-Heavenly Mysteries 2322]
The inner sentence of "Sodom" [Hebr.: 'Sod' = secret, hidden and 'Hebrews 'Dom ' = blood]
– means [hidden] evil, that comes from self[blood] love and is 'blood desecration'. The
inhabitants of Sodom indicated the Supreme selfishness and arrogance; they dominated and
humiliated others by their intention and they tried to gang rape the two angels who visited
Lot. It seems that Judges 19 has something to do with heterosexuality.

382 ... In Genesis 19 called men to Lot, who stood in the doorway, ' where are these two
men who came to your home, bring them out to us, so that we may know them! '
All kinds of adulteries (many kinds are enumerated in Leviticus 18:6-30) signify the various
kinds of adulterations and falsifications of the good and the truth. Swedenborg writes in his
diary [magazine] e.g. ' about immoral girls' in the section of "spiritual experiences".
The described girls wanted nothing to do with menO.that they had lived among themselves
without men.” In the course of this story, they look for a place where they can be alone
together. Once they get there and make sure that there are no men present (apparently they
were unaware that they were being watched) they agree that they can begin on their
extremely lewd activities.
Swedenborg writes, “their obscenities were not shown to me, except a woman dressed like a
man, then delighting themselves with abominably lewd practices.” They have become
captivated by such an extremely foul enjoyment. It is clear, that such immoral activities were
going on among a large group of women. Swedenborg would strongly condemn ANY sort of
group sex, whether heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual. He is very clear about it, that true
love in marriage can only occur between two people and not with multiple partners. He
thought of marriage as existing only between one man and one woman.
Swedenborg in Heaven and Hell 367: Marriage in heaven is a conjunction of two into one
mind. The mind consists of two parts, one called the understanding and the other the will.
When these two parts act as one they are called one mind. In heaven, the husband acts the
part called the understanding and the wife acts the part called the will. When this conjunction,
which belongs to man's interiors, descends into the lower things pertaining to the body, it is
perceived and felt as love, and this love is conjugal love. From this, it is clear that conjugal
love has its origin in the conjunction of two into one mind. This in heaven is called
cohabitation and it is said that they are not two but one. So in heaven, a married pair is
spoken of, not as two, but as one angel.

Swedenborg in 369... with the man the understanding predominates, and with the
woman the will predominates and the character is determined by that which
predominates. Yet in marriages in the heaven there is no predominance; for the will of the
wife is also the husband's will, and the understanding of the husband is also the wife's
understanding since each loves to will and to think as the other, that is, mutually and
reciprocally. Thus are they conjoined into one. This conjunction is actual conjunction, for the
will of the wife enters into the understanding of the husband, and the understanding of the
husband into the will of the wife, and this especially when they look into one another's faces;
for, as has been repeatedly said above, there is in the heavens a sharing of thoughts and
affections, more especially with husband and wife, because they reciprocally love
each other.

Haven't you read; "that He who created them in the beginning made them male and female
and He also said: For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be joined to his
wife, and the two will become one flesh. So they are no longer two, but one flesh.
Therefore, what God has joined together, man must not separate."Not all understand the
word but for those who do. (Matthew 19:4-6, 11; Mark 10:6, 9; Genesis 2:24) Here the
heavenly marriage is described, where the angels are. The human must not separate what
God has joined together, the good should not be separated from the true.
374. Swedenborg heard an angel in heaven react on adultery. He said he was astounded to
think that within the Church, even more than outside it, adulteries are committed and
even justified; the delight of which in itself is nothing else in a spiritual sense, (and
consequently in the spiritual world), than the delight of the love of falsity conjoined to evil,
which delight is infernal delight because it is the direct opposite of the delight of heaven,
which is the delight of the love of truth conjoined with good.

375.... Falsity and evil also love each other, but this love changes afterward into hell.
Especially from Leviticus 20:13 we must conclude that homosexual acts are
condemned in the Bible. In Romans 1:18-32 is a total degenerated society, in which
the homosexual excesses and heterosexuals surrender, involving all kinds of
injustice.
In 1 Timothy 1:9-10-(Luke 10:35, 33.) we read e.g. about fornicators and pederasts. Or do
you not know that the unrighteous, shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be
deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor abusers of themselves with men, nor
adulterers, nor men who practice homosexuality,nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunkards,
nor revilers, nor swindlers. [1 Corinthians 6:9-10.]
And Asa did that which was right in the eyes of the LORD, as David his father had
done.He expelled the male cult prostitutes from the land and removed all the idols that his
forefathers had made. [1 Kings 15:11-12]. No Israelite boy should sit as a prostitute
(catamite) at the temple.

Because of this, God gave them over to shameful lusts. Even their women exchanged
natural sexual relations for unnatural ones. In the same way, the men also abandoned
natural relations with women and were inflamed with lust for one another. Men
committed shameful acts with other men and received in themselves the due penalty
for their error. (...) [Romans 1:26-27] - Although they know God’s righteous decree
that those who do such things deserve death, they not only continue to do these
things but also approve of those who practice them. In fact, they welcome others to
do it also. [Romans 1:32] - [Lev. 18:22, Lev. 20:13-26].
God has created man as husband and wife and that both only within marriage may have
sexual intercourse with each other ("to become one flesh" or are one body") for example;
Genesis 2:24, Matthew 19: (4-6) or Ephesians 5:31.
In the Jewish code of Leviticus the men are prohibited "to share the bed" with other men
(about women is not spoken). You shall not lie with a male as one lies with a female; it is an
abomination.[Leviticus 18:22. Homosexuality is included here in a long list of blasphemous
and sexual death sins; including adultery, incest, sex during menstruation or animal sex.

When God created the people, it was his intention that the human would only have sex
within a marriage [after the spiritual fall!] (Genesis 1:27, 28; Leviticus 18:22; Proverbs 5:18, 19). The
Bible condemns all sex between man and woman outside a marriage whether homosexual
or heterosexual behavior (1 Corinthians 6:18).
"Flee from sexual immorality whoever sins sexually, sins against their own body”. (Romans
1:18 zijn):Therefore, God also gave them up to uncleanness through the lusts of their
own hearts, to dishonor their own bodies among themselves. The Hebrew word for 'lie'
is miskab. It also means ' place where you lie, as ‘bed' in Greek koite. The Greek word
arseno-koitai shows up twice. [in 1 Cor 6:9 and 1 Timothy 1:10]

Fornicators, those who lie with men, thieves, Liars, perjurers and anything else
against ‘sound teaching’, there all homosexual behavior falls under. The translators
have the word limited to homosexual pedophile behavior.The translators have
confined the word to homosexual pedophile behavior.

A pederast is a grown man who assaults a young boy. In pederasty is also the idea of
rape, abuse of power, a violation. Lay violent hands upon someone.
Now it is understandable why the Lord wiped out the land of Canaan before this
could be taken over by the Israelites. The country had tobe 'cleaned' from the sexual
abominations that occurred there.That the land spew not you out also when you
defile it, as it spewed out the nations that were before you. ... (Leviticus 18:24 t/m
19:2)
God said to Abraham: " only in the fourth generation (of your descendants) will come
back here (this is to the land of Canaan), for the iniquity of the Amorites is not yet
full." (Genesis 15:16) God did not just simply destroyed the Amorites by Israel. He
waited until their community was totally depraved. The destruction of the nations of
Canaan was the judgment of a total degenerated society. The country, because of
the abominations which they committed, spits out the inhabitants (28).
In the teaching of the apostles is homosexual behavior directly condemned, even
transvestites. [See also Romans 1: 26-27 and 1 Cor. 6: 9-10 and 1 Tim. 1:10] - The
keywords associated with the subject of homosexuality are a.o catamite and
pederast. (effeminate and abusers)
According to the dictionary, catamite means "a boy who is having a sexual
relationship with men" Synonym word is prostitute a pederast is someone who
sexually assaults a young male. The age of a pubescent boy is the age 10-15 years.
the context of 1 Cor. 9-11 shows that the Greek word 'malakoi " means the passive
partner in a homosexual relationship. Paul warns in 1 Cor. 6 against homosexual
behavior. The sex drive, sexual desire, is by itself natural. This drive has been placed
by God at the creation in the people and is therefore essentially a good thing. That
desire has to be controlled and channeled through marriage ( 1 Cor. 7). In Rom. 1:
26,27 it is a wrong oriented sexuality. To sex drive, which does not focus on the
opposite sex, but the same sex. [homo means "equal with equal!”]

Continuing Contacts and Reactions
Till Deering from Germany
Dear Mr. Huige,

I assume that an old friend once subscribed me. [at Guiseppe] I had told him already,
some years ago, that the Lorber philosophy 2000 years before its publication was
already surpassed by the message of Jesus. I did not actually intend going into a
detailed theological discussion. At that time, I’ve heard a lot, in the very detailed
discussions, about the teachings of Lorber.

It seems to me rather resemble to the teachings of the Gnostics than the New
Testament teaching. I have also seen it with my friend that the longer and the more
he immersed himself in extremely detailed odd coded teachings about politics, male
and female principles and previous rebirths. [also My alleged rebirths]
The language in some emails was extremely confused. All this seemed very
complicated to me, especially when I compared it with the salvation that I had
eventually experienced through Jesus Christ.
In particular, it is repugnant to me that salvation was not given after all, but had to be
earned by working, and that the Evil and Matter were strangely combined, so that the
devil was somewhat good, the creator somewhat bad and Christ and the devil
sometimes wereconfused with each other. All this was absolutely not the teachings of
the New Testament. And the Salvation that I had experienced and felt through Jesus,
was so profound that I could feelthe teachings of JakobLorber only as a step
backwards.This in short. But as I’ve said, I have closed the themeLorber and I do not
want to participate again, so I would really love to cancel the newsletter and consider
it as I’ve never ordered it.
Many greetings,
Till Derin

Answer
Dear Mr. Till Dering,
Thanks for the clear explanation. You've found your way, and that's good. Everyone
finds his way for himself. One must work on himself - exactly – you have written that
correct. In principle, it does not matter how they will come to our Lord Jesus. There
are direct and indirect ways. Pity that your “friend' at that time, has confused you. I
will now take you out of the E-mail circulation. In case you will become still curious
later on, you can always look under www.zelfbeschouwing.info and under
JakobLorber. There you will find the monthly bulletins. I wish you all the best and
God's blessing. Greetings, G.
°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Note concerning the above mail and answer:
It mighthave putbad blood to 'convince' thereaderthat the teachings of Jakob
Lorber could be the GREATEST GIFT in his life if he was not that 'blind'.
However, maybe he gained two separate experiences: a bad one, that had
upset him and a good one, that brought him on the right path.

The teaching of Jakob Lorber is written for every human being on Earth; for the
one, who does not understand this very easy teaching yet, the Lord –
Miraculously enough-has certainly still other methods, as we apparently could
read in his defined story. It mighthave putbad bloodputto 'convince' thereader.
I fed you with milk, not solid food, for you were not ready for it. And even now you are not
yet ready, [1 Corinthians 3:2].

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Maria Luise Kleindienst from Switzerland
Good day Mr.Huige,
Thank you very much! Enclosed, our proof of the transfer, a € 100 Gift for the including of the
text! With warm regards,
Maria LuiseKleindienst

MIRON Violett-Glas
MIRON GmbH
info@miron.ch
www.miron.ch

SUNHAND Sonnen-Produkte
SUNHAND GmbH
info@sunhand.ch
www.sunhand.ch

Picardiestrasse 1
CH-5040 Schöftland
T +41 (0) 62 721 70 00

Answer
Dear Maria Luise Kleindienst,
Thank you so much for this gift! There are plans to edit this Bulletin later, also in Portuguese.
This could take a while, but such translations cost a lot of time and money. And this we can
certainly use this. Thanks again! G.

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Irmgard from Germany
Dear Gerard,
Thanks for that. I have had a period, 30 years ago, spending my time intensively to
the Jakob Lorber learn.
Kind regards, Irmgard

Answer
Dear Irmgard,
Thank you so much for your communication. What is still left with you in your soul and remained in your memory after 30 years? I’m very curious about that!
Kind regards, G
°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Hans de Heij from the Netherlands
Dear Gerard,
Thank you for the detailed response. You ask in your reply: "What do you think
(Hans) is 'evil', if “Lucifer" is not "evil" itself?"
I wrote:
"Lucifer's first succumbed to the temptation to abandon God's order of true love. He
was proud, imperious, and thus he ignored his command, "You will-not" (GJE 2, 224:
3) because he was seduced by his own freewill, hehas not kept God's
commandment".
I see it like this. Evil is not SOMEONE, some person or Lucifer. Lucifer was created
with a single command by God: "You will- You will not." But at the same time, he also
got the incentive to violate this rule. Thus, God created free will. (GJE 4, 102: 1; 4, 103: 1;
4, 104:5)
So must the incentive to violate the commandment also be present; he was an
originator of the cognition and free will. He fills the soul with lust and joy as long as
these stimulus feels really good,but are not obeyed, fights it always precisely with
that free will which with the incentive in her was aroused and was provided of life,
and so uses the free soul him as a tool but not as an end in himself.

Because Lucifer gave in to the temptation of lust, because he thought he was more
than his Creator, he has become an evil spirit and many others with him, as others
also have left God's order of true love. The texts you cited in the previous bulletin,
show that Lucifer is indeed fallen. And because he has allowed himself to be tempted
by pride, wanted to be the "boss", to lie and to cheat, he's "fallen" from the order of
love.
Evil is hate, envy, lust for money, lust for power, jealousy, lust, lustful, anger, annoy,
irritation, be pitiful, to feel as a victim, fear, sadness, depression, arrogance, lying and
cheating, avarice, greedy, to revenge, you name it. The list is so much longer!
It is about how we are human. What is our state of being? From out of which spirit do
I live, does anyone lives? Which mindset, in modern words, has someone?
Is he always on to his own advantage? Then he is not disinterested. More he does
not have to know himself. When he realizes and knows that this behavior is not
according to God's order, he may then ask Jesus to help him let go of this behavior.
But there is sincere and vigorous self-examination required to recognize what
weaknesses someone has. It is not easy for yourself to admit that you do not hate
your neighbor because his TV is always turned so loud. The irritation which then
wells up in you, that's at the same time, the space used by the opponent (Lucifer or
another devil) to think even more bad things or even going to doso.Things that grow
irritation in that man and which provoker even geactions.So do satanic people work
and there are many, both in the 'flesh' as with no ‘physical’ body. They all are trying
to influence us to a similar behavior. Such Satans enjoy it obviously, but I still do not
understand what pleasure they there enjoy !

The man on the bench could be an evil spirit sitting next to a good human, the
woman. Seen so, 'evil' and 'good' are sitting next to each other and yet infinite and
unbridgeable far apartfrom one another

Seen so it is - I think –only about the temptation. That's evil. "Example: The one who
has been seduced into selfish behavior, or someone who wants to be the boss
(power), or someone who is always on to his own advantage, or anyone who wants a
favor in return or expectsone,those are already no longer in the true love. Because
true love is truly unconditional and pure selfless. It requires a very good selfknowledge to know yourself when you nevertheless e.g. are waiting for a reward or
appreciation if you have done something for someone else (the neighbor). The greed
strikes immediately. You haveto see that ofyourself then and I see this as selfexamination. `Such research leads to self-knowledge which is highly necessary to
actually live God's order of true love.
People who let themselves possessed by the spirit of power, leave at that specific
moment directly the order of true love. You can also say, "The Lord in the man
withdraws" because a Satan has that man affected at that time. If these people want
to continue to exercise power, they already here on Earth become a devil. The same
applies to all other wanderings of God's order of love. Someone who gives in to lust,
which is doing that every day became voluptuary, and will have to fight hard to let go
of that habit. Because an once ingrained habit is like an iron armor,which you can’t
take off alone. The help of Jesus is very hard needed there.
This reasoning applies to every vice. That is why self-knowledge and selfexamination is of the utmost importance, because someone who recognizes his
weaknesses, who knows with what and how the opponent, the non-love, so the
devils around us, can seduce him, which can withstand and protect themselves with
Jesus. That is indeed the case: Lucifer tries to seduce every man to behavior that
does not comply with God's order of love. But therewith is Lucifernot the evil itself.In
other words, the more people are gettingrid of all forms of violence, the less violence
there will be on earth over time. The more people can control their lust, the less lust
there will be over time on earth.
Citation: “Humanity is one, we are connected with each other and influence each
other with loving behavior(kindness), but likewise with malicious behavior. Quote:
"The temptation has power, has intelligence, but not without a human, not without
Lucifer, not without the need for those things that are the opposite of real life, of truth,
of love, of God. The opposite is Satan, the temptation to the opposite is his power,
the desires to the oppositegives Satan the opportunity to use his seductive power. As
opposite, he knows everything about everyone with great precision and has access
to a great intelligence, not as individual being, but as the opposite of real life, of God.
This piece of text comes from "Heavenly Bread number 4748". See the website:
www.hemelsbrood.nl
I hope that this gives more clarity. Because we humans are exposed to all kinds of
temptation and it is the task of each of us, to live according to God's order of love.
This is the goal of every living creature on earth. Do not lie, do not steal, be fair,
exercise no violence, no killing.

Because, when someone hates another, he kills his love, the love within him for that
person. Also in our thinking, hurt no one. Because it comes to Word, thought and
deed. Every wrong thought which is indulged,is already the seed of the Act.
To this, a remark from Gerard:

Please have a look at: http://prophetia.org/index.php?title=Satan – there you will find
even more, which might interest you. Perhaps the by your described here, it can be
summarized in the following quote:
“Look, such chemist am I. I dissolved the crystals that became impure (Lucifer
and his followers) in the warm water of love and I let those souls crystallize out
again to make them pure. That this happened by the ascension through the
mineral kingdom and the plant kingdom up to man is known to you. But as the
soul of Lucifer encloses the whole material creation, also that has to express
itself in the form of a human being. That is why always all unions of spirits
unite in one person, expressed by the leader of that union, and they form what
is called his sphere.There is nothing similar on the material level which
expresses this clearly. That is why I say: open up the feeling of your
soul”.[GGJ.11_017,26]
Spirit of satan or Lucifer is a person, is also evident in the following quote: “I have
never actually personally met him, but I have tasted his commands, and assume
that his person has to resemble his inhuman orders to a hair‘s breath”.
[GJE.02_236,14]

Hans: 'beautifully written and explained!' One more question on this theme: would
you like to describe us briefly, then is the primal source of all the evil in

man, possibly with sources of Jakob Lorber or the Bible, etc.? G.
We thank Hans de Heij very much for his additional enlightening information!

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Albert Hofmann fromS
Hello, dear Lorber friends,
I find it very interesting what the Lorber friends have to tell each other.
If you don't mind, I would like to introduce my new Lorber-Web site: lorber.co.nf - The
site is primarily intended to publish as many English translations from the Jacob
Lorber books in one place for free. A highlight here is that the Household of God,
Part 3 is now available in English. The completion of this will happen soon.
Warm greetings,
Albert

Answer
Dear Albert
From which country do you write? With great joy we read your message. The work
that you perform is a blessing. There are already a number of translations in the
English language. Look at: http://www.franky1.com/languages.html - [Unfortunately
many of these links are making incorrect connections]. Maybe you can coordinate
with the other translators
As on the very important 'classics'- Heavenly Gifts, which is not meant only for private
circles, as some believe. Hereby all links of the English-speaking countries, who are
concerned with the teaching of Jesus by Jakob Lorber.
We wish you well and God's blessing upon the translations, as also in the second part of
Robert Blum {Heaven and Hell} - G.

http://www.franky1.com/languages.html
http://www.hisnewword.org/
http://www.new-revelation.ro/
http://www.jakob-lorber-australia.net/index.html
http://lorber.co.nf/_about_.html
http://www.jakoblorberbooks.com/
http://www.franky1.com/
http://www.new-revelation.net/page/en/ebook/E-Books_for_download
http://merkurpublishing.com/product-category/jakob-lorber-books/
http://www.amaluxherbal.com/bjlorber/jakob_lorber_and_the_new_revelation.htm
http://www.lorberpublications.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/user/jacoblorber
http://www.new-bible.net/page/de/ebook/E-Books_for_download
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Healing through prayer?
Gravitation and Macrocosmos
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